THE LEADER IN SMART BUILDING SERVICES
CONSULTING ON OVER $2B IN NEW DEVELOPMENT
CUSTOMERS WITH OVER 2 BILLION SQUARE FEET

Smart Building Consulting • Building Cybersecurity Solutions • Managed Services
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OUR COMPANY
Intelligent Buildings®, LLC is a Smart Real Estate professional services company.
IntelligentBuildings® provides smart-building consulting, building cybersecurity solutions and managed
services for commercial, corporate, campus and government real estate organizations. We help our customers
enhance experience, increase productivity, lower costs and reduce operational risks.
We are a recognized thought leader with numerous industry firsts,including consultation on the award-winning
“Smartest Building in America”, conception and development of a globally modeled smart community publicprivate partnership, program management for the largest energy analytics project in North America and
development of national smart building standards for both the US and Canadian federal governments. We have
developed a consistent and proven technology approach for developing new projects and optimizing existing
portfolios that respects the stakeholders and traditional process while not compromising on the realities of
today’s building technology, the opportunities of the information age and the cybersecurity threats.
Intelligent Buildings has worked extensively throughout the US and Canada in over 85 different cities along
with selected other international work and market research in the Middle East, Asia, and Central America.
Headquartered in Charlotte, NC and with staff in New York, Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Toronto, Ottawa, and Washington, DC, our firm has advised on some of the world’s most ‘intelligent’ buildings
and real estate projects since 2004.
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What makes us different
We stand alone in the marketplace because we are the only company that was founded to focus solely on Smart
Building technology consulting and services. Since 2004 we have been a thought leader because we understand
there are three legs to the Smart Building stool which include: 1) buildings and their operational technologies
such as control systems, middleware, and protocols, 2) people and processes that includes workflow, management and measurements and 3) information technologies, such as, networking, servers, cloud, and cyber.

BUILDING SYSTEMS

Control systems including: HVAC, lighting, elevator and metering.
We leverage a range of engineering skill sets including mechanical, electrical, civil, and industrial.
With extensive experience on multiple controls systems, middleware, analytics, and other facility
technologies, we can evaluate something as narrow as a particular controls system replacement or as broad
as developing a “destination architecture” for long-term integration and interoperability.

PEOPLE & PROCESSES

Organizational alignment, workflow, management and vendor policy.
No technology is effective without organizational alignment. It is necessary to evaluate the changing marketplace and the variety of new technology opportunities in light of the organizational
impact. This can impact budget “buckets”, roles and responsibilities and general workflow. We have a deep
understanding of the cultural environment in real estate and the various stakeholders’ experiences and sensitivities.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Cloud, analytics, cyber and networks.
Today’s controls systems and solutions are based on information technology (IT), including local
and wide area networking for interoperability, remote access, and real estate operations centers. Additionally, the rapidly emerging solutions for cloud, big data and analytics require IT experience and
credibility. There is, however, a significant skills gap between the realities of the today’s real estate IT and the
capability of the traditional support organizations such as architects, engineers, facility and property managers. It is critical for you to have IT skill sets to properly design, install and manage a modern controls network.
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project types
We have extensive experience with scale projects and can address a variety of project types including new development, existing portfolios, or smart community planning. We always work to create a unique value proposition
for each project and organization.
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Our services
We create value throughout the life cycle of the Smart Building processes from strategy and financial analysis, to
system selection, implementation, scaling and overall program management. These services apply to your specific
project solution.

Strategy & Roadmap
• Business Strategy & Smart Buildings Roadmap
• Industry Research
• Educational Workshops
• Compass Gap Analysis & Project Priority
• Financial & Risk Analysis

Use Case Development & Adoption
• Business Value
• Users & Beneficiaries
• Barriers to Adoption
• Risks
• Measurement & Management

Organizational Readiness & Playbooks
• Role & Responsibilities
• Organizational Policy
• Vendor Policy
• Workflow
• Measurement
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Construction Advisory & Management
• Design Assist
• Construction, Submittal & As-Built Review
• Construction Administration
• Smart Building Commissioning
• Building Cybersecurity Commissioning

Solution Identification & Implementation
• Controls Systems
• Middleware & Interoperability
• Big Data Analytics
• Cloud / SaaS
• Tagging & Taxonomy

Building Cybersecurity Assessment & Protection
Assess
• Building System & Network Scans
• Building Site Inventory & Audit
• Building Cyber Score & Action Plan
Organize
• Enterprise Strategic Gap Analysis
• Enterprise Policy Development
• Enterprise Playbooks & Training
Protect
• System & Network Monitoring
• Social Engineering Testing & Training
• Building Cyber Score Updating
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use cases
WHY USE CASES?
The entire smart building industry has been held back by the lack of clear, measurable Use Cases. For over a decade
we have all been caught up in systems and features to the point of losing sight of the “so what” of it all.

workshop approach
Our Use Case approach has caused a shift from tech talk to real, facility scenarios with measured outcomes. The big
difference is a Use Case often requires several systems to achieve the described functionality and results as opposed
to starting with a system and its feature list and imagining how you might use it.

VALUE CHAIN ROLE
The Use Cases Workshop is a key part of the Intelligent Buildings Value Chain model which establishes a framework to
tie down stream technology to the organization’s desired end-state.
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master technology integration
Master Technology Integration (MTI) services are a new type of service for a new type of facility technology environment
which manages the risks of today’s chaotic controls technologies while infusing the current and emerging IT trends. We
can integrate, provide and manage:
• Middleware & Interoperability
• Big Data Analytics, Cloud and SaaS Solutions
• Unified User Interface
• Naming Standards
• Cybersecurity

The proliferation of Smart Building solutions has created fragmentation and an increasingly dysfunctional facility environment due to disparate implementations. Our MTI services can stitch together disparate technologies and greatly
simplify the solution environment through unified user interfaces, common naming structures, and focused data output.
Our services blend with your current or preferred contractors and vendors while providing a specialized level of integration that is not available in the legacy solution marketplace.
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cybersecurity
BUILDING CYBER SCORECARD
All buildings and their controls systems such as HVAC, lighting, fire
life-safety, elevator and meters have some level of cybersecurity
vulnerability.
We have developed the industry’s first cybersecurity assessment
methodology specifically for building controls systems. This approach is based on the NIST (National Institute of Science and
Technology) cybersecurity framework that has been widely accepted and includes the categories of identify, detect, protect, respond
and recover.
Beyond the NIST cyber framework we found that there were no
subsequent methods or procedures for building controls systems
(BCS), only for industrial controls systems (ICS). Hence, the creation of Building Controls Systems - Cyber Assessment Methods &
Procedures (BCS-CAMP sm) and its Building Cybersecurity Evaluation Tool (BCET).
BCET will give you an objective score on each key category in the
NIST framework and, more specifically, for each of the building control system sub-categories which will tell you exactly what you need

BCET

Building Cybersecurity Evaluation Tool
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to shore up to improve your score and reduce your risks.

cybersecurity
BUILDING CYBER COMPASS
Similar to our strategy compass, our Building Cybersecurity Compass is a gap analysis that will identify where you are
now as an organization and guide you on which areas you want to prioritize for budget, resources and timing.

Organization Focus Areas
NIST Framework Categories
BCS-CAMP Categories
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cybersecurity
BUILDING OWNER CYBERSAFE SERVICES
It is essential that building owners change the historical dynamic of “out of site out of mind” with their building control system inventory and risk status. Many of the best real estate organizations in the world do not know what systems, versions, configurations or
connections exist in their buildings and also have frequent turnover with contractors, facility and property managers. Our building
cybersecurity services are performed by skilled consultants and powered by purpose-built software tools that will assess, remediate, and monitor the risks no matter the staff or contractors servicing the building.

ASSESS
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ORGANIZE

PROTECT

• Building Systems & Network Scans

• Enterprise Strategic Gap Analysis

• System & Network Monitoring

• Building Site Inventory & Audit

• Enterprise Policy Development

• Social Engineering

• Building Cyber Score & Action Plan

• Enterprise Playbooks & Training

• Building Cyber Score Updating

6201 Fairview Road, STE 310
charlotte, NC 28210
www.intelligentbuildings.com

Ph. 704.759.2700
Fax. 704.759.2710

